[Morphologic characteristics of intercellular junctions in early embryogenesis of mice].
Dynamics concerning certain intercellular junctions have been followed during the preimplantation period of development in mouse embryos. The morphological analysis of the preimplantational embryos has demonstrated, that at the initial stages of cleavage (2-4 blastomeres) the cells make contacts by means of nonspecific junctions. Specialized intercellular junctions appear at the stage of 8 blastomeres and are presented as dotted tight and gap junctions. When the embryo is developing from the stage of 8 up to the stage of 16 blastomeres, certain connective complexes appear, consisting of dotted or cord-like tight and gap junctions. At the late morula stage, the external blastomeres in the apical part have contacts with each other by means of cingular tight junctions. In this place a connective complex might emerge; it is displayed as a tight junction and one or two gap junctions. At the blastocyst stage desmosomes and adhision zones appear. Between trophectodermal cells a connective complex arises; it is presented in the slice as a tight cingular junction, desmosomes (as a rule two) and an adhision zone. Between cells of the internal cellular mass the intercellular junctions are presented as dotted tight and gap junctions. Cells of the polar trophoectoderm and cells of the internal cellular mass could have contacts by means of gap and dotted tight junctions.